
DETAILS: 
A: 701/8” B: 601/8” C: 171/4” D: 12” E: 201/4” F: 207/8” G: 71”
11.3 cubic feet deep

CIC Powerbox Aluminum Crossovers provide superior 
security for tools and equipment. The combination of our 
Gear-Lock Dual Rotary Locking System, RSL Rigid Structural Lid, and our high-strength body will 
resist over 1,000 lb. of prying for to break in.
Features:
Gear-Lock self-adjusting dual rotary locking system always latches and closes for superior security.
Self-aligning latch pin pivots from side-to-side to engage with the Gear-Lock System; no adjust-
ments required
3-Layer Laminated RSL Rigid Structural Lid has a reverse beveled edge liner and an inner layer of 
rigid foam insulation to create the most rigid, strongest aluminum lid we’ve tested
Reinforced high-strength body and full-wide lock console resists cargo damage and protects the 
lock system
End-mounted push buttons provide easy access; lid locks and unlocks from either side for security 
and safety
Heavy-duty guards protect the vertical-action gas spring lid lifts and help ensure long-term durability
Built-in storage bin on both ends and 4-compartment sliding tray for convenient hand tool and small 
item storage
Includes:
Aluminum Single Lid Deep Full-size Crossover Truck Box (Bright) - PAC1582000

COMPATIBLE TRUCKS: 
Chevrolet
1980-2012 Silverado
Dodge
2008-2012 Ram 2500
2008-2012 Ram 3500
Ford
1987-2012 F-150
1999-2012 F-250
1999-2012 F-350

GMC
1980-2012 Sierra 1500
2010-2012 Sierra 2500
2010-2012 Sierra 3500
Nissan
2008-2012 Titan
Toyota
2007-2012 Tundra

CIC POWERBOX CROSSOVER



DETAILS:
A: 49” B: 48” C: 18” D: 18” E: 20”
CIC Powerbox Aluminum Portable Utility Chests offer 
you a combination of important features for improved 
performance. All models have a recessed hinge allowing 
the lid to fully open when the chest is against the bed wall. The reinforced lid and adjustable strikers 
provide superior security. Full weather stripping and leak-proof paddle handles protect the contents 
from moisture.

Features:
Wide lifting handles are easy to grip and will support heavy loads.
Rugged adjustable strikers adjust vertically and horizontally to keep the lid locked down tight
Large pan bolsters reinforce the beveled edge lids for improved rigidity and strength
Leak-proof stainless steel paddle handles prevent moisture from getting inside
Gas spring lid lifts automatically raise the lids for easier access
Full weather stripping creates a tight seal against moisture and dust

Includes:
49 in. Long Aluminum 220 Series Portable Chest - 221000

COMPATIBLE TRUCKS:
Fits most vehicles contact CIC POWERBOX at (802) 468-7697 for any questions.

CIC POWERBOX CHEST



DETAILS:
A: 24” B: 24” C: 12” D: 12” E: 12”
CIC Powerbox Aluminum Portable Utility GOBOX offer 
you a combination of important features for improved 
performance. All models have a recessed hinge allowing 
the lid to fully open when the chest is against the bed wall. The reinforced lid and adjustable strikers 
provide superior security. Full weather stripping and leak-proof paddle handles protect the contents 
from moisture.

Features:
Wide lifting handles are easy to grip and will support heavy loads.
Rugged adjustable strikers adjust vertically and horizontally to keep the lid locked down tight
Large pan bolsters reinforce the beveled edge lids for improved rigidity and strength
Leak-proof stainless steel paddle handles prevent moisture from getting inside
Gas spring lid lifts automatically raise the lids for easier access
Full weather stripping creates a tight seal against moisture and dust

Includes:
12 in x 12 in x 24 in GOBOX

COMPATIBLE TRUCKS:
Fits most vehicles contact CIC POWERBOX at (802) 468-7697 for any questions.

GOBOX


